ABI/INFORM offers a wealth of content on management – over 400 directly relevant titles, around half of which have ongoing full text. Content includes 280 scholarly journals, with full text titles available from publishers including Emerald, Palgrave Macmillan, Springer and IUP Publications, plus other key titles such as Management Science, MIT Sloan Management Review, Organization Science and Production and Operations Management. Around 150 trade journals and magazines, including Forbes and Management Today provide further perspectives.

Leading international titles such as La Revue des Sciences de Gestion and Zeitschrift Führung + Organisation are among around 100 management titles from outside the US and UK available through ABI/INFORM.

ABI/INFORM users interested in management can benefit from searching these management-focused titles together with key business newspapers and titles aimed at specific industries that will often contain useful content. Using subject searching and filtering it is easy to locate relevant material and the Company/Organization search and filter option enables users to find articles and reports relevant to a specific company.

Subscribers to ProQuest Central can benefit from even more content, with over 560 directly relevant titles. The separate product ProQuest Entrepreneurship offers over 50 titles on management. These include full text books from Kogan Page Ltd such as Making Sense of Business: a No - Nonsense Guide to Business Skills for Managers and Entrepreneurs, most of which are not included in ABI/INFORM or ProQuest Central.

- **Key scholarly journals**: Management Decision, Management Science, MIT Sloan Management Review, Organization Science, Review of Industrial Organization and many more

- **Key international titles**: IUP Journal of Management Research, La Revue des Sciences de Gestion, Zeitschrift Führung + Organisation and others

- **Key trade publications**: Forbes, Industry Week, Management Today and others

- **Non-periodical content highlights**: Kogan Page books (ProQuest Entrepreneurship)

For additional information about training materials: http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI